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Amazing Adventures
This girl loves to play games and says she is rather musical. 

Can you make a list of YOUR favourite things to do?
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Can you make a list of YOUR favourite things to do?
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Spot The Difference At School

Oops! Without his specs, 
Rex can’t see the six 

differences between the 
pictures below! Can you 

help him?
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Turn to the back to see the answers! 



Help Fred Get To Bed!
That’s not Fred’s bed! Can you help him �ind his way to bed?  
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Turn to the back to see the answers! 



Write your name and your best friend’s name here: 

 

Brilliant Best Friends
Having a best friend is brilliant! These best friends have so much fun 

together! Draw a picture of yourself having fun with YOUR best friend.
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Colouring In The Classroom 
Rex’s new glasses were a hit at school! 

Colour in Rex and his new specs.
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Colouring In The Classroom 



Draw Fred A New Bed 
Fred has fallen asleep almost EVERYWHERE! In the �lowerbed, 

in the sink, on the bookshelf … Can you think of somewhere 
else Fred could go to sleep? 

Draw Fred’s new bed in the box below!
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Answer Sheet

Help Fred Get To Bed!

Spot The Difference At School

Find out more about Yasmeen Ismail 
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